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Today:
Broadening the definition of Brand

New media and it’s relationship with place brands

Missing tools in the community brand toolkit:
Brand Platform

Brand Narrative

Brand Behavior

Questions



Why brand?



A great brand means never having to justify your prices…



…or explain yourself…



…or even write your name.



A great brand signals who’s the best…



…gives you a competitive edge…



…a public face…



…and a legacy that endures.



“Your brand is what they say about you 

when you’re not around.”



Every community has a reputation.



Would you rather have a bachelor party in 

Las Vegas or Salt Lake City?



Would you rather take a beach vacation in 

Maui or the Jersey Shore? 



Would you rather sample wine in Sonoma 

or Detroit?



Every community has a reputation.

Not every community understands what 

their reputation is. 

Not every community understand what 

to do about it.



71% of capital investment deals did not 

involve an initial contact with any 

development organization until a short list 

of potential location options for investment 

had been created. 

That means that 71% of the time, your 

community’s reputation is what gets you on 

a shortlist.



“Your brand is what they say about you 

when you’re not around.”



“Branding is what you do about it.”



Brand Image: Your reputation – what they say 

about you when you’re not around.

Brand Identity: The strategy and expression of that 

strategy. The core concept of the community, clearly 

and distinctively expressed. 



Comparison

IMAGE IDENTITY

Represents other’s view Represents your desire

Looks back Looks ahead

Passive Active

Perception Promise

Already hardwired in the brain You want to get hardwired in the 

brain



Brand Image: Your reputation – what they say 

about you when you’re not around.

Brand Identity: The strategy and expression of that 

strategy. The core concept of the community, clearly 

and distinctively expressed. 

Brand Behavior: Your 3-dimensional brand. 

Applied to experiences through policy, actions, 

initiatives and development.



Comparison
Brand Image Brand Identity Brand Behavior

Represents other’s view Represents your desire The Truth

Looks back Looks ahead In the Moment

Passive Active Active

Perception Promise Proof

Already hardwired in the 

brain

What you want to get 

hardwired in the brain

The Synapse Itself



The 4 P’s of marketing

Product

Place

Price

Promotion



The 4 P’s of Place Branding

Politics

Politics

Politics

Politics



The 4 P’s of Place Branding

Passion

Passion

Passion

Passion



Media



Media



Bar Code Scanner

Branded Web 

Content

Banner Ads

Mobile Phone 

Sites

Elevator Advertising

Viral Mail

Branded Games

Mobile Phones

On Demand

OnStar

Exercise Bikes 

Branded CDs

Digital Channels have grown…



Social Media Channels have grown…





New media offers less control….



In fact, peers are the most credible 

source of company/product info

58% believe 

what “a person like 

me” says about an 

organization

(up from 51% in 2008)
LEAST CREDIBLE (IN THE US): corporate or 
product advertising (22% of ages 25-34)

SOURCE: 2008 Edelman Trust Barometer

http://www.edelman.com/trust/2008/TrustBarometer08_FINAL.pdf


56% of those aged 35-64 and 63% aged 25-34 

were “likely to share their opinions and experiences 
about companies they trust or distrust on the web.”*

*SOURCE: 2008 Edelman Trust Barometer

Peer recommendation isn’t just influential. 
Trust and distrust are widely shared.



Highly Complex 

Environment 

Highly Complex 

Product

New Media Communities

Low Control Low Control

Trust Peer Voices  Have an Abundance of 

Peer Voices

People are Media Have an Abundance 

of Passionate People







Research

Brand Platform

Creativity

Consumer

Community

Competition

Brand Identity 

& 

Brand Behavior

Narrative



Branding serves communities by:

Gaining a true understanding your communities 
reputation in a rigorous and scientific fashion 

Collaborating imaginatively, effectively and openly 
with business and civic society to agree on a 
community strategy – a narrative of who this 
community is, where it is going and how it will get 
there – which honestly reflects the skills, the genius 
and the will of the people. 

Maintaining a steady stream of innovative products, 
services, policies and initiatives in multiple sectors 
that demonstrates the truth of that narrative – and 
shining a light on this activity through effective, 
creative communications.





Brand Platform

Brand Narrative

Brand Behavior (symbolic action)

3 tools most often missing from a community’s 

marketing tool box…



Research

Brand Platform

Creativity

Consumer

Stakeholders

Competition

Brand Identity 

& 

Brand Behavior

Narrative



Target Audience: For people who value discovery and Midwestern 

traditions

Frame-of-Reference: Dayton, Ohio is a city with a rich history of 

invention

Point-of-Difference: has created a culture of innovation

Benefits: promising a progressive future with character.

Dayton Brand Platform

















For people who appreciate genuine quality

Shawnee (in prestigious Johnson County) is the best value 

suburb of Kansas City

where a heritage of nourishing new beginnings continues

so that every day offers fresh opportunity

Target Audience:

Frame-of-Reference:

Point-of-Difference:

Benefits:

Shawnee Brand Platform















Goldsboro/Wayne County, NC 

Brand Platform

Target Audience:   For families who appreciate small-town Carolina living

Frame-of-Reference: The Goldsboro-Wayne County area is a rural and 

historic piece of Eastern Carolina 

Point-of-Difference: where life is built on the idea of spirited service 

Benefit: so you live a life of true value. 















Research

Brand Platform

Creativity

Consumer

Stakeholders

Competition

Brand Identity 

& 

Brand Behavior

Narrative



Mississippi 



Mississippi 



Insights to Inspiration 

Mississippi

Strategic Brand Platform 

Target Audience:

Frame-of-Reference:

Point-of-Difference:

For those who appreciate authentic people 

and places 

Mississippi is the most southern state 

and the mother of southern 

culture…yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

















Brand Action Ideas
Reframe Mississippi’s Bicentennial in 2017 

with a statewide “Homecoming of the South”. Partner with the state’s matriarchs 

(literal and figurative) to invite all Mississippi children home to their true south.







Research

Brand Platform

Creativity

Consumer

Stakeholders

Competition

Brand Identity 

& 

Brand Behavior

Narrative



Columbus, IN Brand Platform

For people seeking a small and innovative Midwestern community

Columbus is an architecturally significant community within the 

Indianapolis, Louisville, and Cincinnati triangle

where an environment of excellence creates an uncommon 

atmosphere

that inspires you to shape your world

Target Audience:

Frame-of-Reference:

Point-of-Difference:

Benefits:

































For those seeking depth and perspective

Providence, Rhode Island is a vibrant northeastern city

where original thinking is expansive 

so you are free to create...

Target Audience:

Frame-of-Reference:

Point-of-Difference:

Benefits:

Providence, RI Brand Platform





















<need new art>

































(Press button to listen to local music and hear about upcoming performances)











Brand Platform

Brand Narrative

Brand Behavior (symbolic action)

3 tools most often missing from a community’s 

marketing tool box…
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Top 10 ways to derail your brand

1. Make your brand just about a logo and tagline 

2. Proceed without research

3. Ignore your culture and heritage focusing solely on your aspiration

4. Engage the press for the first time during the unveiling

5. Unveil your identity and ask for public feedback before implementation

6. Apply strict controls for usage by stakeholders

7. Cover all your political bases in your brand platform

8. Limit your brand to just communications without regard to the experience

9. Appoint a large stakeholder group to approve creative development

10. Make a contest of creating your community’s slogan


